
Hello. I’m 
Walter 

Cronkite.

That’s not true. I’m 
Mike Tamir. And that’s 

exactly what I’m here to talk 
about. Fake news.

These 
days, the 
Internet 

is our 
number 

one 
gateway 
to the 
news.



But there’s a lot out 
there...and all “news” isn’t 
created equal. It’s getting 

hard to tell what’s real 
journalism and what isn’t.

It’s a problem that major 
online players like social 

media sites and search 
engine companies are 

trying to solve. 

It's been challenging.

The sheer volume of 
information makes it 

impossible to analyze 
everything and determine 

whether it’s true or false. 

Luckily, there’s another way 
to spot fake news.

Often, fake news 
isn’t trying to share 

information. It’s trying 
to influence and 
manipulate us.

When humans are 
confronted with certain 
emotional triggers—like 

fear—we react 
instinctively. This 

suppresses our ability to 
think clearly and 

rationally. 

Is That a Bear in Your Closet? 
The Answer Might Shock You!



In prehistoric times, this 
was a good thing.

Let’s say two cavemen see a 
shadow that is vaguely 

bear-shaped.  

One of them decides to 
approach the situation 

rationally...

That shadow 
might be a bear. But, 

before I jump to 
conclusions, I’m going 

to weigh all of the 
possibilities...

...while his friend 
chooses a different 
course of action.

Living in a dangerous 
world taught our 
ancestors that, 

sometimes, It’s safer 
not to stop and think 
everything through.



Is That a Bear in 
Your Closet? 
The Answer 
Might Shock 

You!

And that’s 
our key to 

detecting fake 
news. 

We can’t 
detect 

truth...but, using 
AI, natural 
language 

processing, and 
deep learning, we 

can detect 
intent. ‘We started by feeding text to 

“Walt,” an AI algorithm we 
created, until it could represent 

that text mathematically.

Basically, we taught it to 
read.

Walt began to learn the 
relationships between 

our words. For instance, 
it could use the math to 

complete analogies!

But that was just the 
beginning: by using 

“deep neural 
networks” we were 

able to teach Walt to 
process these words 

in order and so it 
could mathematically 
encode the meaning of 
entire sentences and 

paragraphs.

But the instinct to react 
instead of think is still 

there. Fake news is 
designed to trigger it.

In the modern world, 
situations like this are 

far less common.



We used the algorithm to 
create a website—

FAKERFACt.ORG—that can 
“read” an article and 

determine whether its intent 
is to convey facts...   

Governor Loses Election
Analysis: Walt Says This 
Sounds Like Journalism

...or to provoke 
emotions.

It gives users a pretty accurate 
tool to figure out if a story is 

trying to manipulate them.

And, by using a phenomenon called 
Wisdom of the crowds, we can 

improve walt’s accuracy even 
further.

Is That a Bear in Your 
Closet? The Answer Might 

Shock You!

Analysis: Walt Says This 
Sounds Like Bear 

Manipulation.

There’s an 
interesting 

statistical phenomenon 
where, if a large group 
is surveyed, the average 

of their answers is 
remarkably 
accurate.

WHEN GUESSING THE 
NUMBER OF JELLYBEANS IN 

A JAR, FOR EXAMPLE, 
ALMOST EVERYONE OVER OR 

UNDERESTIMATES…

But—as long as they don’t 
compare answers... 

… THE AVERAGE OF 
THE RESPONSES IS 

TYPICALLY 
REMARKABLY 
CLOSE TO THE 

ACTUAL NUMBER.

 Average Answer: 
488

Actual Answer: 490



we use wisdom of the 
crowds with FakerFact 

too. users can give 
walt feedback on what 
they check, like if they 

think it sounds like 
Journalism or Not.

After some statistical 
adjustments, the
“Walt” algorithm 

continues to learn from 
user ratings too, so it 

gets more and more 
accurate the more people 

use it!

Is That a Bear in Your 
Closet? The Answer Might 

Shock You!

It’s important to know 
when what we read is 

trying to manipulate us.

We might not have a 
foolproof way to know 

what’s “true” and “false,” 
BUT machine learning can at 
least shed enough light on 

the situation... 

Is That a 
Bear in Your 

Closet? The 
Answer 

Might Shock You!

Yeah… I DIDN’T 
think so.

...to make sure 
we spend less of 
our time running 
away from bears 

that aren’t 
there.


